Furniture tip-over accidents are preventable!

Anchor It!

Always secure your furniture to the wall with a tip-restraint device to prevent injury to children.

What Needs to Be Secured

- Dressers & Nightstands
- Armoires & Wardrobes
- All Furniture & Shelving
- Televisions

Determine Your Wall Material

- For drywall or plaster with wood stud: Screw goes directly into stud.
- For drywall or plaster with no wood stud: Use a wall anchor and screw.
- For solid stone, brick, or masonry: Use a wall anchor and screw.
- For hollow stone, brick, or masonry: Use a toggle screw.

How to Secure - It’s Easy!

1. Securely anchor tip-restraint device to the furniture.
2. Securely anchor tip-restraint device to the wall.
3. Tighten tip-restraint device as necessary for a firm attachment.

Safety Tips

- Avoid keeping attractive items (toys, remotes) on top of unit or in upper drawers.
- Never allow children to climb on drawers or shelves.
- Follow instructions from the furniture manufacturer & anchoring kit.
- Kids are everywhere - ANCHOR your furniture in every room.
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